Experimentation performance of a single-mode Ytterbium-doped fiber ring laser with intracavity modulator
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1. Introduction

We report on the development of a stable Ytterbium (Yb)-doped fiber ring laser that emits a linearly polarized, single longitudinal-mode, and continuous-wave light at 1064 nm. Our work is originally motivated by the LISA (Laser Interferometer Space Antenna) mission [1], in which picometer-level interferometry is performed in space over 1000 seconds to detect the passage of gravitational waves. Single-frequency fiber lasers have attracted interest due to their interferometric applications; compared with a traditional laser based on bulk crystal, for example the non-planar ring oscillator (NPRO) [2], the fiber laser is robust against mechanical disturbances and has a cleaner output in terms of shape and polarization. For the same reason, it can also be readily coupled to a fiber amplifier when optical amplification is required.

In the field of interferometry, 1064 nm is the common wavelength choice, due to the availability of high-quality bulk optics and the traditional Nd:YAG laser source represented by NPRO. Single-frequency fiber lasers at 1064 nm have been commercialized in the form of distributed feedback [3], distributed Bragg reflector [4], and ring [5] configurations, and they have been replacing traditional Nd:YAG laser in some fields. Our ring laser was built solely with commercially available components, allowing flexibility of design. We achieved stable mode-hop free operation by active frequency control using an intra-cavity fiber-coupled phase modulator, which additionally enabled fast frequency tuning. We measured and suppressed the laser's frequency and intensity noise, which are important for low-frequency interferometry. Our fiber ring laser appears to have enough stability for sensing applications.

* Corresponding author: e-mail: kenji.numata@nasa.gov
The unidirectional operation of this fiber ring laser, which is important to suppress instability due to spatial hole burning, was achieved by the circulator. The main laser output was taken from the transmission of the FBG after a band-pass filter isolator, which filtered out the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE). Polarization parallel to the fast axis was blocked in the circulator and isolators. The temperatures of the FBG and the FBG-FP were actively controlled and stabilized in a copper block by a thermo-electric cooler (TEC) for coarse wavelength tuning and for a stable operation.

2.3. Control systems

An overlap of the lasing longitudinal mode and FBG-FP resonance was actively maintained to ensure single longitudinal mode oscillation. We utilized the Pound-Drever-Hall technique [8] to lock FBG-FP to the laser ring cavity. The reflected light from FBG-FP is passed though an intra-cavity lithium-niobate phase modulator that phase-modulates the light at 80 MHz, and is directed through the circulator to a fiber-coupled detector. The detected signal is demodulated using a mixer. Once locking is achieved, the demodulated signal at the mixer represents the difference between the laser frequency and the FBG-FP resonance. The signal was filtered after a proper offset was added, and it was fed back to a piezoelectric actuator (PZT) that stretches FBG-FP, forcing it to follow the laser frequency. The control bandwidth of this frequency control loop was about 1 kHz.

The output intensity of the laser was actively stabilized by monitoring a small portion of the main laser output and by controlling the injection current of the pump LD with a bandwidth of ~100 kHz. This control bandwidth is limited by the tuning speed of the pump LD.

2.4. Pump source and gain media

The pump LD was a single-mode, PM fiber-coupled laser at 976 nm. The pump light was coupled into the cavity through a PM WDM coupler after passing through a narrow-band filter. The filter prevented the ASE and 1064 nm laser from reaching the pump LD, suppressing spurious lasing. The gain fiber was a double-cladding, single-mode, PM, Yb-doped fiber. We used it as a single-clad fiber, pumping its 6 µm core. The small signal absorption of the core was 1200 dB/m at 976 nm, and the length of the gain fiber was about 40 cm.

3. Experimental results

3.1. Output optical power and spectrum

Figure 2 shows the relationship between the pump power and the main laser output power. The excessive insertion
Slope efficiency = 1.6 %
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**Figure 2.** Laser output power dependence on pump power.
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**Figure 3.** Output optical spectra measured by a 300 MHz FSR scanning FP.

In a center wavelength shifting of 0.25 nm (66 GHz). The wavelength jump corresponds to the FSR of the FBG-FP (12 GHz).
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**Figure 4.** Wavelength tuning by FBG temperature and FBG-FP spacing. The spacing is controlled by applying a voltage onto the amplifier for the PZT that stretches the FBG-FP.
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**Figure 5.** Response function of frequency tuning by the phase modulator.

3.2. Frequency tuning

Coarse wavelength (frequency) tuning was achieved by changing the FBG-FP spacing and FBG temperature as shown in Fig. 4. FBG-FP spacing was changed by varying the voltage applied to the PZT on the FBG-FP. The temperature was tuned between 18 °C and 34 °C, resulting in a center wavelength shifting of 0.25 nm (66 GHz). The wavelength jump corresponds to the FSR of the FBG-FP (12 GHz).

When the frequency control servo is active, the laser frequency was continuously tuned by another PZT on the cavity over 4 GHz (minimum). The cavity PZT functions as the slow but wide frequency actuator below the 1 kHz frequency loop bandwidth.

The optical length of the cavity can also be fast-tuned by varying the voltage applied to the phase modulator. (A similar frequency tuning method in fiber ring laser can be found in [9].) We merged the modulation signal and the fast tuning signal with a wide-bandwidth operational amplifier. As shown in Fig. 5, the transfer function amplitude of such frequency tuning remains flat up to ~10 MHz.

3.3. Frequency and intensity noise
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**Figure 6.** Frequency noise spectrum of our fiber laser compared with that of a commercial NPRO laser. Below 1 kHz, our fiber laser had a comparable frequency...
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Figure 6 Frequency noise spectrum of the fiber laser. The frequency noise of commercial NPRO is also plotted for comparison.

Figure 7 Relative intensity noise spectra of the fiber laser with and without the active intensity control. The intensity noise of commercial NPRO is also plotted for comparison. The shot noise level is indicated for the fiber laser at ~3 mW detection power level.

The noise peaks around 100 Hz are due to acoustic noise, which could be suppressed by proper enclosure. The excess noise (larger drift) below 10 mHz is due to the change in overall cavity length, whose temperature is not stabilized. Above 1 kHz, our fiber laser had a larger frequency noise than the NPRO, which was in part due to relaxation oscillation.

Figure 7 shows the relative intensity noise (RIN) spectra of the fiber laser, both in free-running and stabilized conditions, and the NPRO, whose intensity is controlled by the internal servo (so-called "noise eater"). The fiber laser had a smaller RIN below 1 Hz. However, above 10 kHz, our fiber laser had a larger intensity noise due to the relaxation oscillation at ~130 kHz, which is typical for Yb fiber lasers (see for example [10]). The narrow intensity tuning bandwidth of the pump LD prevented the intensity servo from suppressing the RIN peak.

3.4. Frequency stabilization

The fiber laser was phase-locked to an iodine-stabilized NPRO using slow- and fast-frequency actuators in order to demonstrate the stability and controllability of the fiber laser. Figure 8 shows the setup for the stabilization experiment. The optical offset frequency, set by the signal generator, was 100 MHz. The beatnote between the fiber laser and the iodine-stabilized NPRO was demodulated by the mixer at this frequency and was fed back to the fiber laser through the two control loops. Figure 9 shows the frequency noise of the frequency-stabilized fiber laser. The noise was suppressed within the control bandwidth of ~2 MHz, and it reached the noise of the master NPRO below ~80 kHz. The noise suppression factor was ~10^6 around 1 mHz.

4. Discussion

4.1. Performance features

Through the experiments described in the previous section, the following performance features are demonstrated:
The frequency and intensity noise of the fiber laser are equivalent to those of NPRO (best-known low-noise laser to date) below $\sim 1$ kHz.

The frequency noise at a higher frequency can be mitigated by the fast-frequency actuator and by locking to a frequency reference, a common technique used in precision measurement. A slow-frequency actuator allows stable frequency locking over long timescales.

The unsuppressed large relaxation oscillation peak prohibits the RIN from reaching the shot noise limit above $\sim 1$ MHz, a commonly used frequency for modulation in heterodyne interferometric measurement. A better active intensity control would be required to perform shot-noise limited operation in precision measurement.

4.2. Space applications

For possible space use, we have performed gamma radiation tests of the optical components used in fiber laser. The result showed that fiber laser would operate in space environment without significant performance degradation. Together with the high stability and tuning capability, it makes this design a potential candidate for precision space metrology applications. Potential disadvantages of this design for space use are: 1) Many components are required. 2) The optical efficiency is low due to lossy components. 3) Noise performance at high frequency is not good as NPRO. However, a practical advantage of this design is that it can easily be rebuilt as higher performance components become available, especially a lower loss FBG-FP, phase modulator, and circulator. We will keep investigating space applications of optical-fiber technology, including lasers with active gain fiber and a new type of semiconductor laser with waveguide [11].

5. Summary

We developed a stable single-mode fiber ring laser at 1064 nm. Our fiber laser offers comparable frequency and intensity noise to an NPRO, and can be frequency-stabilized to the standard iodine absolute reference. It also offers fast frequency tuning capability, high polarization extinction ratio, and open architecture in which all optical components are commercially available. We think that this work is an important initial step for space fiber laser, and that it will also be useful for general laboratory applications in which stability is important.
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